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LEARNING TO BECOME  
A CIVIC PROFESSIONAL  
Using Deliberation in  
Community Engagement
Timothy J. Shaffer and David E. Procter

Introduction
“Community engagement” has become a near ubiquitous term used by 

higher education to articulate its purpose, impact, and possibilities. It shows up 
in brochures for interested students and parents, winds its way into job descrip-
tions and titles in faculty and professional roles on campus, and is found in the 
rhetoric of administrators and others expressing a sense of purpose for students 
and the institution. The Elective Carnegie Community Engagement Classifica-
tion, for example, has become a symbol of commitment to such efforts for colleges 
and universities, requiring extensive documentation of efforts to demonstrate 
such activities as community partnerships, service-learning opportunities, and 
the integration of such civic commitments into promotion and tenure expectations. 

Traditionally, in higher education circles, community engagement has been 
defined as a faculty expert bringing knowledge to a community group or, per-
haps with students, directly serving a particular community need. These efforts 
are always well intentioned and can be beneficial. But on the receiving end, this 
expert advice or activity is often perceived as disconnected from community 
context for lack of community input and viewed by the people it was intended 
to serve as having limited applicability.

What might it take to change the approach to this work when so many  
aspects of it are rooted in an established protocol? This article focuses on one 
such change—a different conception of community engagement most com-
monly known as public deliberation and loosely defined as a methodology in 
which groups of citizens are brought together to define their problems and 
work through the pros and cons of various solutions. Working with trained 
facilitators utilizing a variety of deliberative techniques, community mem-
bers become deeply involved in community problem solving and public  
decision-making. This concept shifts the role of the academic professional 
from “content expert” to “civic” or “democratic” professional.1 

As a land-grant university, Kansas State University is committed to serving 
the public in diverse ways. Community engagement practices have taken many 
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forms but have generally been dominated by traditional outreach and service 
models of knowledge transmission and transfer. Disciplinary rather than social 
needs have driven faculty and students into well-defined and increasingly 
bounded disciplinary units. Research universities have shifted public higher edu-
cation’s focus from attention to social problems to the achievement of scholars 
within academic disciplines. Moreover, many people shifted from the view that 
higher education is a valued public good to questioning whether these insti-
tutions are engaging in 
indoctrination. The 
community-engagement 
movement has been a 
response to this dominat-
ing viewpoint. Amidst 
these discussions, but 
often on the periphery, 
is the sense of what different conceptions of “community engagement” mean 
for faculty members, the central actors in the story of higher education. 

Faculty members make possible the teaching, research, and service that 
most see as the work of higher education. Without faculty, students don’t 
complete degree programs or move into multiple domains in order to shape 
our world. Without faculty, new ideas and experiments don’t change how  
we think about complex issues. Without faculty, conversations about how  
degree programs meet professional and civic purposes don’t exist. The growth 
of cocurricular programs and associated staff addressing all aspects of student 
life and well-being could well make it seem as though the “academic side of 
the house” is not as important as it used to be. If there is to be transformation 
within higher education, faculty members must be viewed as agents of change 
and not simply instructors in necessary courses for credentials. 

Given this framing, how should community engagement be realized through 
democratic practices rooted in deliberative politics and dispositions? Specifically, 
we focus here on how faculty members at Kansas State University, a research- 
intensive university, have aligned disciplinary goals with principles of democratic 
engagement. We also highlight the intentional efforts necessary to integrate and 
embed dialogic and deliberative practices into teaching, research, and engagement. 

Establishing a Space for Deliberative Engagement
        Scholars and practitioners writing in a 2018 Higher Education Exchange 
article noted the existence of  some 110 centers devoted to engaging campuses 

Public deliberation shifts 
the role of the academic  
professional from “content 
expert” to “civic” or  
“democratic” professional.
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with communities; most are at institutions of higher learning.2 These centers 
and institutes are playing crucial roles in shaping their campus cultures and 
impacting broader communities. The Institute for Civic Discourse and Democ-
racy (ICDD) at Kansas State University is counted among these campus-based 
centers that have committed to public engagement through the use of public 
deliberation. ICDD was founded in 2004 by a small group of faculty mem-
bers interested in cultivating civic agency work in all mission areas of the  
university—research, teaching, and engagement. 

ICDD’s Public Issues Facilitation Workshop was launched in 2006.  
Opportunities for professionals to learn about how to create conditions for 

deliberative discussion 
were extended to indi- 
viduals from across the  
university in addition  
to community partners 
across the state. As noted 
by Timothy Steffensmeier 
and David E. Procter, 
“From the beginning,  
this workshop was about 

more than simply training individuals to moderate conversations. Consistent 
with our mission, we wanted to build citizen civic agency. Thus, we were inten-
tional about inviting citizen leaders and policymakers to participate.”3 The idea 
that deliberation is an essential part of being a citizen was and has been at the 
heart of how ICDD engages different individuals, groups, and communities. 
When we think about how universities engage with stakeholders and skeptics 
alike, public deliberation about issues of shared concern presents an opportu-
nity for the institution to be viewed as a partner and not just as a source of 
information or indoctrination. 

Near the end of the 20th century, there were calls for land-grant univer-
sities, Kansas State among them, to return to their roots. The original acts of 
Congress creating these institutions, agricultural experiment stations, and  
extensions (Morrill in 1862/1890, Hatch in 1887, and Smith-Lever in 1914) 
created a public system for connecting universities and citizens to build a 
stronger democratic society. As Nathan Sorber noted in his study of land-grant 
institutions, “The land-grant college could enroll the public in a democratic 
experiment of engaged citizenship to partner with people in schools, granges, 
farms, and homes to produce lasting cultural, social, and material benefits for 

“From the beginning, this  
workshop was about more than 
simply training individuals  
to moderate conversations.  
Consistent with our mission,  
we wanted to build citizen  
civic agency.”
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communities.”4 Yet, this experiment was marginalized as a model for democratic 
engagement and has only recently been framed as a “prophetic” narrative of the 
institution’s impact on civic life.5  

For ICDD, democratic engagement has taken shape through the creation of 
formal and informal spaces for learning, including a graduate certificate program 
in dialogue, deliberation, and public engagement and the interdisciplinary doc-
toral program in leadership communication grounded in community-engaged 
scholarship, which incorporates the study of models of deliberation into the 
graduate curriculum. In addition, ICDD offers professional development oppor-
tunities for faculty, staff, and community partners. The Civic Engagement Fellows 
Program has been one such example, bringing together academic professionals 
from across campus (and beyond) to learn about how deliberative practices 
complement other public engagement efforts in their scholarship and practice. 

The Civic Engagement Fellows Program 
The Civic Engagement Fellows Program, developed by the authors, both 

longtime students of deliberative engagement, was built around four goals: 
(1) building a community of practice around community-engaged scholarship, 
(2) strengthening understanding of and commitment to deliberation as part 
of community-engaged scholarship, (3) creating a cohort to address significant 
campus/community challenges, and (4) becoming a campus/community com-
posed of agents of change. Kansas State University has a general institutional 
commitment to community-engaged practice. Within this generalized com-
mitment, various  
departments and  
individual faculty  
have demonstrated an 
interest in engagement. 
Of these, a small group 
of faculty members 
have incorporated  
deliberative practices 
into their community-engaged work. An attempt to build up this approach 
was rooted in three core questions:

• How might the sustained use of deliberative practices transform the way 
in which faculty members understand “community engagement” and 
their relationship to citizens?

How might the sustained  
use of deliberative practices 
transform the way in which 
faculty members understand 
“community engagement” and 
their relationship to citizens?
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• How might deliberative practices, sustained over time, include cocreative 
action, relationship-building, and public work under conditions of  
disagreement?

• How can deliberative practices provide communities with spaces to  
experience politics in a less adversarial way than “politics as usual”?

We designed a four-part curriculum that explored deliberation as a cen-
tral form of community engagement. The curriculum was delivered through 
four face-to-face meetings and a capstone experience during which the fellows 
presented a research project or a theoretical thought piece at Kansas State’s 
annual engagement symposium. The face-to-face meetings were characterized by 
reflection on commonly assigned readings and group discussion highlighting 
individual faculty experiences and concerns. The four modules of the fellows 
curriculum are:

Academic Teaching, Research, and Engagement as Public Work. This mod-
ule includes a discussion of Kansas State University as a land-grant unit 
and its historical commitment to engaging the state’s residents to address 
significant challenges they face. The module provides an overview of uni-
versity/community-engaged work and an overview of deliberation and its 
central connection, community engagement. At our first fellows meeting, 
we also explained that the work would culminate in a project or paper to 
be presented at the engagement symposium.

Dialogue and Deliberation Process Models. The second gathering of the 
fellows is a daylong retreat, exploring and practicing different models of 
deliberation. During this session, we brought in associates from ICDD to 
highlight and lead practice in a variety of deliberative methods. Some of  
the methods we discussed were deliberative forums modeled on those  
conducted by the National Issues Forums Institute and approaches such as 
Visual Thinking Strategies (VTS), Appreciative Inquiry, and Nominal 
Group Technique. 

Connecting Deliberative Practice to Academic Disciplines. At our third 
fellows meeting, we identified (as best we could) examples of communi-
ty-engaged scholarship integrating deliberative practices into the specific 
disciplines represented by the fellows cohort. For many fellows, this was 
often a time when they were introduced to on-the-ground examples of 
deliberative work as it aligned with specific disciplines.

Reflecting and Looking Ahead. This meeting served as a time of reflection 
on the Civic Engagement Fellows Program. The fellows talked about what 
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they had learned and how they saw their own work incorporating deliber-
ative practices into community-engaged scholarship moving forward. 

Moving Forward: Strategies to Expand Deliberative Practices 
into Academic, Community-Engaged Work

The Civic Engagement Fellows Program was an invited, yearlong, pro-
fessional development and peer-learning community for university faculty and 
professional staff interested in deliberative practices and community-engaged 
scholarship. Fellows were intentionally drawn from a variety of disciplines  
and campus units where we identified interest or history with some form of 
deliberative practice. Certain familiar disciplines such as communication and 
leadership studies, as well as more diverse fields such as architecture, drama 
therapy, biology, and family studies, have been represented. Some participants 
have been somewhat familiar with the language of community engagement 
and deliberation, while others have found the alignment of these concepts new 
and more challenging. 

Katie Kingery-Page is associate dean for research in the College of Archi-
tecture, Planning, and Design (APDesign) at Kansas State University where 
she also leads the office  
of Student Academic  
Services. As a previous 
member of the Civic  
Engagement Fellows  
Program, Kingery-Page 
has embraced the idea  
of deliberation as a form 
of community engage-
ment. While trained in  
a field that is rooted in 
participatory practices, 
the deliberative civic  
engagement literature and associated practices were unfamiliar to her. But 
through her experience of learning about deliberative civic engagement, she 
added it to her professional role in the College of APDesign. Building on 
landscape architecture’s interest in participatory design processes, Kingery-
Page brought deliberative democracy concepts such as “enclave” deliberation 
to the table, developing ways in which these smaller groups of otherwise  

The Civic Engagement  
Fellows Program was an  
invited, yearlong, professional 
development and peer-learning 
community for university  
faculty and professional staff 
interested in deliberative  
practices and community- 
engaged scholarship.
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marginalized voices could engage in dialogue prior to involvement with the 
broader community.6 

Another civic engagement fellow was Bonnie Lynn-Sherow, now retired as 
an associate professor of history and former executive director of the Chapman 
Center for Rural Studies. She successfully integrated deliberative practices into 
the training of graduate research assistants working with local museums and 

historical societies across 
Kansas. She taught these 
graduate history students 
to engage with rural com-
munities not as experts 
from the university but as 
civic professionals, using 

what they had learned about public deliberation to engage in dialogue with the 
community. The Chapman Center continues to utilize deliberative practices 
in its community-based work. 

Katherine Schlageck, associate curator of education of the Beach Museum of 
Art, has developed connections between dialogue—particularly Visual Thinking 
Strategies (VTS)—deliberation, and the use of visual arts. As a structured way of 
facilitating discussions around images, VTS offers the opportunity to explore 
a shared experience. Kansas State University colleagues Saya Kakim and Kerry 
Priest describe it as “an advanced form of mediated dialogue . . . [that] offers 
an innovative way to engage participants in dialogue and sense-making.”7 The 
wedding of dialogue and imagery that isn’t clearly defined creates an environ-
ment in which people listen, learn, and consider how their interpretations or 
experiences stand alongside many others. Schlageck’s experience with the Civic 
Engagement Fellows Program has strengthened her commitment to the inte-
gration of dialogic and deliberative practices in the public education work she 
does for youth and adults through the Beach Museum. While not explicitly 
about deliberation on a public issue, VTS has been paired with deliberative 
dialogue as a beneficial starting point because it helps individuals and groups 
open up thinking about something that isn’t immediately clear. We have found 
that VTS greases the deliberative wheels for a smoother discussion. 

These are just three of the examples from civic engagement fellows but 
they highlight some of the distinct approaches individuals have taken in using 
deliberation in their public engagement, teaching, and research. 

“To a certain extent, I think 
inertia sets in. We’re not used 
to doing it that [new] way,  
and it’s hard to change.”
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Challenges to Incorporating Deliberative Practices into Higher 
Education Work

In the three years of this experience, we have found great enthusiasm for 
participating in the Civic Engagement Fellows Program from the faculty and 
staff whom we have invited to join. Faculty who heard of the program some-
times asked why they had not yet been invited; others told us they hoped 
they would soon be invited to join. In fact, over the three years of the pro-
gram, only one faculty member declined our invitation. Later that year, this 
same faculty member expressed regret over that decision and hoped to receive 
another invitation (which occurred and was accepted). Still, as we met with 
our civic engagement fellows and encouraged them to consider incorporating 
deliberation into their community-engaged scholarship, we heard several con-
cerns and challenges to integrating deliberative practice into their teaching, 
research, and outreach. 

Disciplinary Resistance. Faculty members have spent years in graduate 
school and then working in academic departments with an embedded tra-
dition of how to teach and conduct research. Often these disciplinary epis-
temologies and methodologies are not receptive to community engage-
ment and deliberate practice. As one fellow from political science stated:

I direct a program here in public administration, and there has been 
a wealth of information that’s been written about the importance of 
engaging people. I mean we’re teaching practitioners about things 
like how to go out and manage a crisis. But here are people (in the 
department) who have built an impressive career in peer-reviewed 
research; they don’t really know how to think about engaged re-
search and how it can contribute to the literature, our base of 
knowledge. [Engaged research] is something different [from] what 
is in that research category. That’s the pushback I’ve seen.

This civic engagement fellow saw value in deliberation as part of scholarly 
work, indeed, saw it as fundamental to the knowledge she needed to teach 
her students. However, her challenge was that her program is located within 
a broader discipline—political science—where its history and the culture 
is very much focused on conducting experimental design research and pro-
ducing books and juried, peer-reviewed essays. 

Inertia and Fear. As faculty spend years in graduate school and in the 
academy learning pedagogies and research methodologies, they become 
“efficient” in their scholarly endeavors. Using what they have learned and 
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on their mentors’ examples, they tend to develop certain routines. In con-
ducting research, for example, they know and understand the literature of 
their research area, develop and refine research questions, know the num-
ber of subjects needed, and become efficient in the methods necessary to 
carry out their scholarly activity. According to a fellow from geography, 
“To a certain extent, I think inertia sets in. We’re not used to doing it that 
[new] way, and it’s hard to change.” Another fellow from leadership studies 
said that doing community-engaged work and adding a deliberative piece to 
that work initially “can be a cumbersome process, and it’s just an extra thing.”

Many faculty who might be interested in this form of scholarship have not 
had any experiences or training in community engaged methods or delib-
erative models. These faculty members may be interested in these modes of 
scholarly inquiry but unsure how to do this work—even a bit fearful of 
venturing onto unknown ground. 

Lack of Resources. K-State’s Teaching and Learning Center offers a variety 
of resources in support of the university’s teaching mission. That same kind of 
institutional and budgetary support was limited for community-engaged 
scholarship generally and deliberative practices in particular, according  
to the fellows. One fellow specifically called out the lack of resources for 
community-engaged work, while another spoke of lacking the language to 
articulate the work and the need for a community of interest that could 
support faculty conducting this kind of scholarship. Still another fellow 
argued that this form of research and teaching “is not heavily advertised.” 
So, while there are institutional structures through which community  
engagement and deliberation are recognized and supported—among 
them, K-State Research and Extension, Global Campus, and some indi-
vidual academic departments—few campus-wide offices or centers focus 
on community engagement or deliberation education. There is need for a 
much broader institutional effort to educate for and support community- 
engaged scholarship and deliberative practices.

What we learned from the fellows is that the use of deliberation aligns 
with the efforts of the land-grant mission to educate and engage diverse  
populations. A notable challenge, however, is the tension between the use of 
deliberation and the “go-go-go” approach of engagement, one fellow pointed 
out. In some circumstances, the introduction of and commitment to deliber-
ative practices that invite individuals and communities to step back, listen, 
and consider actions—often a slow and intentional process—can, at times, 
lose out to more traditional modes of engagement that lead to immediate or 
near-term changes. 
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A further challenge to deliberation is the continued marginalization of 
this practice within the academy both in terms of promotion and tenure as 
well as in embedded norms about the ways higher education engages with the 
public. One way to respond to this is to vigorously promote deliberative civic 
engagement within departments, colleges, and the university. The provision 
of multiple opportunities to learn about deliberation is a critical component 
of advancing the institution’s commitment to viewing teaching, learning, and 
engagement through a deliberative lens. 

Conclusion
At this writing, the institutional home for the Civic Engagement Fellows 

Program has been on hiatus because of staffing changes and the dramatic impacts 
of COVID-19. The location of the Center for Engagement and Community 
Development, previously home to programs such as ICDD and this work, is 
now within the Staley School for Leadership Studies. The future of such pro-
fessional development learning opportunities remains in question.8 The impact 
of such uncertainty has paused the fellows program, but there is hope that this 
professional development opportunity will go on. ICDD, now housed within 
the Department of Communication Studies, affords an opportunity for much 
of the work of the program to continue. As we seek a new path on what we 
hope is the back end of a global pandemic, Kansas State University continues 
to explore how best to 
fulfill its land-grant mis-
sion and prepare faculty, 
staff, and students to  
engage as civic profes-
sionals. But rhetoric and 
reality must align. Similar 
to community engage-
ment more generally,  
deliberative civic engagement requires investment not just to make it possible 
but to enable it to flourish. 

Continuing to introduce faculty members and academic professionals to 
deliberative civic engagement through the Civic Engagement Fellows Program 
is one important way to build a culture of public engagement rooted in dem-
ocratic practices. Continued opportunities for formal and informal learning 
are essential components of fostering deliberation within the campus commu-
nity so that it can be utilized in a variety of ways through teaching, research, 

What we learned from  
the fellows is that the use  
of deliberation aligns with  
the efforts of the land-grant 
mission to educate and  
engage diverse populations. 
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and engagement. Democracy requires us all to advance its cause. Civic profes-
sionalism affords a language and a practice for those with institutional and 
positional power to engage with others seeking to make democracy work as it 
should through deliberative community engagement.
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